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ABSTRACT

In this article, I argue that deficient and declining opportunities for art in schools 
coupled with initiatives to incorporate computer literacy, coding and STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) as priorities forecast a dire 
future for the comics medium as pedagogical tool. Additionally, one result of 
the medium’s historical debasement is that most educators are unfamiliar with 
ways to use comics and cartooning; thus classroom opportunities for students 
to engage in a medium they love are rare. In this study, I investigate integrating 
the language of comics into classroom learning strategies and research some 
of the ways writing/cartooning can help students negotiate conceptions of 
identity. I wrote a lesson plan that weaved connections between making comics 
and teaching curriculum, and taught the twenty-five participants sequential 
narratives through freehand cartooning. This study investigates some of the 
ways drawing fictional comics can support students’ learning and negotiations 
of identity in the classroom.

This is a qualitative research project that gathers data in the form of student-
generated art and one-on-one audio interviews with three participants. A/r/
tography, semiotics, and life-writing inform the study’s progress as I research 
participants’ understandings through comics. Conceptions of identity and 
authorship emerge in the participants’ comics, as well as in my own explorations 
of life-writing.

A class of twenty-five bilingual grade four students participated in this study. 
Due to time constraints and the large volume of data generated, I narrowed the 
scope of the study to three participants, thus creating opportunities for more 
detailed analysis of information. Data tracking was supported by theories of 
authorship such as l’auteur complet [the complete author] (Groensteen, 2012; 
Uidhir, 2012) and l’écriture féminine [the feminine writing] (Cixous & Clement, 
1986; Sellars, 1996; Taylor, 2014). Deeper analysis of the students’ comics 
reveals that the perception/drawing/meaning systems (Cohn, 2012) involved 
with image-making create unconscious (Hancock, 2009; Jung & Franz, 1964) 
pathways for students to engage and negotiate identity. In this way, they are 
personally invested in the narratives they create and thus engaged to learn and 
explore. This engagement is amplified when their works are to be displayed and, 
especially, printed into booklets as they were in this study.
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Anna describes Hamy as “vraiment comme dramatique” [“really like dramatic”], 
and TTOD as “plus calme” [“more calm”]. In terms of her own temperament and 
relationship with those two characters, Anna says she positions herself “entre le milieu” 
[“in the middle”]. Employing écriture féminine (Cixous & Clément, 1986) as a lens for 
analysis opens interesting connections when contextualizing her interview comments 
with her comics. For instance, Anna situates herself between two main characters who 
are good friends, which can perhaps be contrasted with her perceptions of living with 
“deux mères” [“two moms”]. Thus the relationship between Hamy, TTOD, and Jeff 
suggests perceptual openings into Anna’s negotiations of her own identity. I decide 
to pursue this line of inquiry and organize a sixth and final interview with the three 
participants almost one year after my classroom visits had ended.

The dynamics between Hamy and TTOD are the polar opposites of each other. For 
example, in the last panel of Figure 2, TTOD is portrayed playing music on the guitar 
while simultaneously Hamy, the reader is told, likes to destroy guitars. I suggest the 
character of Jeff the ant offers Anna metaphoric perspectives into her own experience of 
living in between two m/others, thus opening opportunities for authorial explorations 
into social relations. In our final interview together, I ask Anna if her two mothers have 
different personalities from each other. She replies, “Oui, très différents” [“Yes, very 
different”]. I continue by asking her, “Alors, est-ce-que tu penses que Hamy représente 
une mère puis TTOD représente l’autre mère puis Jeff te représente au milieu de ces 
deux la? [“So, do you think Hamy represents one mother, TTOD represents the other 
mother, and Jeff represents you in-between these two?”] Without hesitation Anna 
replies with an enthusiastic “Oui!” [“Yes!”]

The talking pig-nosed character is, according to Daniel, a self-portrait. This is reinforced 
by the “rat-tail” of hair visibly sticking out from behind the character’s head below 
the speech balloon on the left, a characteristic hair style shared by both Daniel and 
the character in his drawing. This, I suggest, is a Visual Linking Device (Lim, 2004, 
2007) that forges a relationship between the author and his cartoon character. In 
this way, Daniel negotiates identity by assuming features of the other. The pig-like 
inhuman says in the first speech balloon, “I love pigs.” This is followed by a cry of, 
“Oooooooooooooooo” in the second speech balloon, which Daniel explains is the 
character whistling. There is a caption situated where the character’s stomach would 
be, and Daniel writes how very intelligent pigs are. Yet the text assumes a more serious 
tone when he broaches the subject of eating animals. 

In the drawing, Daniel admits to loving bacon and appears to express relief in the 
somewhat misguided belief that pig meat is not harvested until after the animal dies 
of old age. In our sixth and last interview, Daniel states, “Si j’étais un fermier et j’avais 
des cochons je ne l’ai pas tuer (sic) et après prendre leur bacon, parce que si tu fais ça 
le bacon est plus bon” [“If I were a farmer and I had pigs, I would not kill them and 
then take their bacon, because if you do that the bacon is no longer any good.”] The 
empathetic connection with the other revealed in both Daniel’s cartoon and in our 
conversation, I suggest, communicates a love and empathy for animals, nature, and the 
inhuman.
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On page 3 of her six-page story, Stella portrays the moment her character Rosette opens 
an insulting note tossed at her by two bullies in class. In Panel 2, the point-of-view 
shifts, thus directing the reader to empathetically and metaphorically become Rosette. 
The author (Stella, that is) invites the reader to reciprocally share in the experience of 
narrator-monstrator-reciter (Groensteen, 2007), and thus negotiate identity through the 
character’s perspective. In fact, the author and the reader are sharing the eyes of the 
character: Rosette’s striped sleeves are now the arms of the reader; the hands that grasp 
the insulting note are also those of the reader; and the eyes reading the note are those of 
the reader now as well. The reader is Rosette, and Rosette is the reader... an empathetic 
symbiosis and new indivitrio of author, character, and reader. Stella claims comics 
authorship by tearing down the fourth wall. In this way she pays attention to the 
liminal space between writer and reader whereby the author writes “toward the other” 
(Sellers, 1996, p. 19) and invites the reader into the narrative through a multimodal 
hybridity of character design, panel composition, non-verbal emotion cues, and camera 
angles (Groensteen, 2007, 2013; Lim, 2007; Uhls et al., 2014; Williams, 2008).

I asked Stella, in our last interview, “Est-ce que tu voulais que le lecteur pense pour 
un instant qu’il peut devenir Rosette avec un dessin comme ça? [“Did you want 
the reader to think for a moment that they can become Rosette with a drawing like 
this?”] She replied, “J’ai pas trop penser a faire un dessin comme ça” [“I didn’t really 
think too much about doing a drawing like that.”] I contend Stella is, in this comic, 
unconsciously claiming authorship by attending “to the gaps” (Sellers, 1996, p. 16) and 
communicating vividly with the other.
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